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A

CHAPTER 1
THE HUNTING GROUNDS

gents waded through swathes of knee-high brush,
pushing beyond the sting of freezing wind against
exposed cheeks, their lungs pumping hard to

absorb the thin mountain air. In a lined formation they weaved
between tall bristling pines, and the occasional �uffy Carolina
hemlock draping over them with bobbing limbs of �ourishing
olive and brown leaves.

Weapon barrels remained low at the ready, �ngers poised
with discipline straight and off the trigger. Their uniforms and
tactical armor were a collage of faded browns and greens,
blending them with the foliage of the sprawling mountain
range. Six pairs of piercing eyes scrutinized every detail before
Raptor Team’s pace.

I remember this. The Devil’s Walk and its beguiling peace before
the marauding darkness, Artemis thought. Her gaze scanned
over the team. Everyone appears locked on and good to go. This
could be it…

Birds ceased chirping, leaving only the crunch of foliage
underfoot. The chilling caress of the forest swelled in their
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ears, causing trembles to course down their backs. Gone was
the usual symphony of crickets and cicadas ringing in the
landscape, replaced with the dullness of white noise
emanating from nothing. The afternoon radiance of the sun
blurred over the region, unable to penetrate the dreary mists
that lingered with the cold of a departed morning.

Too quiet. I didn’t notice it the �rst time. I was so naïve to the
signs. Aris would claim I’m being too hard on myself, that I was just
a girl. But I should’ve noticed it.

The quick advance continued, their conditioned lungs
matching the rapid pace. The agents’ hard glares searched
onward, their singular determination acknowledged through
glances and exchanged nods.

Agent Rivers held point, carrying the pace for the team.
Behind him was their heavy weapons specialist, Milton,
carrying a short barreled M240L machine gun.

“Actual, what makes you so sure this isn’t just a wild goose
chase?” Milton turned to his team leader Artemis Coleman. “I
mean how do we know that anonymous tip isn’t just trying to
string us away from a real issue?”

“Yeah, Actual,” Agent Corwin, her second, agreed. “I’m not
one to question orders but we haven’t seen anything out here,
not even so much as a deer.”

“Mira, don’t you think that’s reason enough to be
suspicious?” Agent Rodriguez countered as she wiped sweat
from her brow. “Besides, the scryers were sensing something
big going on here. Are we just going to ignore that fact?”

“Have I ever given you reason to doubt me?” Agent
Coleman responded.

“No, Actual, you haven’t,” Milton answered. “I apologize.
I’m not trying to be insubordinate, but this mountain range is
huge, and a hunt could take weeks. Searching this tiny portion
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with just our team and no de�nite coordinates seems like
looking for a needle in a haystack. Pardon my cliché.”

“It’s �ne, I know you’re trying to think outside the box, as I
taught you.” He wanted us to see the �rst snap tonight. I know the
tickets weren’t cheap. I hate canceling on him after he makes these
wonderful plans. But I know the scryers’ tip isn’t a ruse. I could
never forget this place. I could never erase that night from my mind.

Artemis smirked as she caught the man winking back.
Firmness returned to her face once a rank odor of rotting �esh
mixed with tartness of expired body �uids invaded her nose.

Agent Rivers halted, raising his balled �st to alert the
others. He lowered the muzzle of his weapon, reaching into a
pouch on his combat vest for his cellphone. Dried blood
remained caked into the crumpled foliage below the girth of a
towering hemlock. Stains of rust brown and red surrounded
them, splashed about in a haphazard tapestry of scratches,
raking the bark in desperation. Sour reek from fetid puddles
invaded the agents’ nostrils as their boots squished into it. Life
�uids reached the upper portions of their view, dripping from
leaves and branches. Sections of dirt were rived away, with
deep and wide streaks torn into the earth, exposing moist soil.
Among the stains were tufts of cloth, stuck between the foliage
and wading in the forest breeze.

“Someone was trying desperately to pull away,” Agent
Rodriguez noted.

“Actual, there’s dried blood everywhere. I think we found
the hiking party,” Agent Rivers said. “You need to see this. It’s
exactly what you anticipated.”

As Agent Artemis Coleman hurried past the rest of her
team, the barrels of their readied weapons lowered with
discipline teeming through muzzle of awareness. She
shouldered her M14 with its camou�aged synthetic stock,
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advancing to a position next to Rivers. Agents Pippen and
Corwin took a knee behind a tree, watching the rear and �ank
with ri�es snug in their grip, pressed into their bodies,
scanning the environment.

“Damn, that looks messy!” Milton exclaimed.
Artemis’ face remained as chiseled stone, her �erce stare

gathering the details. No bones or morsels of �esh remained
among the greasy scraps of clothing. Ripped laces and
crumpled steel guided their scrutiny to a pair of boots,
wrenched apart and strewn about the kill zone. Shining metal
appeared among the foliage. Agent Rivers reached for it,
withdrawing a gold watch that continued its dutiful ticking.

“An Arthur Poirier watch, popular with the Wall Street
types and celebs. It must be worth at least ten grand and
whoever did this just left it,” Rivers mentioned to Artemis,
handing it over. “Another possible con�rmation. We know
they’re not after wealth.”

“Rich pendejos.” Rodriguez shook her head. “Probably had
no idea they were being hunted until it was too late.”

“The kill sack is too tight, despite the mess. It was an
ambush, timed too perfectly for my comfort.” Artemis noted as
she tapped her communication earbud. “Carver, are you
getting the images from my body cam?”

“Af�rmative, Actual.” Carver responded over comms. “I see
it on my monitor. Does it smell as bad as I imagine?”

“And then some,” Rodriguez replied.
“Lovely. It’s times like this I’m glad you all leave me behind

with the vehicles. Hey, Rod, let’s hope this didn’t make you lose
your appetite.”

“Why?”
“Ugh, no reason. I’m going to transfer these images to

headquarters for further analysis.”
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“Actual, is this it?” Corwin wondered. “Is this what you
expected?”

“Yes. Did all of you bring incendiary rounds?” Artemis’
grim gaze searched the distance, resting a straight �nger over
her weapon’s trigger.

“Roger, Actual,” Corwin acknowledged. “Just as you
advised.”

“That means we’re hunting—” Pippen started.
“A ravenous vector,” Corwin interjected. “Stay sharp

people, we know how fast they move, and how clever they can
be when stalking.”

“Before we Charlie Mike, we’re falling back to the nearest
town,” Artemis ordered. “I have to make a phone call.”

“Cryptic as always, Actual. But we trust and acknowledge,”
Rivers replied.

Artemis patted the agent on the back, before turning to the
horizon rising beyond the tree line. An involuntary torrent of
memories �ooded inside. She was a little girl again, watching
quick �ashes of images plaguing her mind’s eye. Desperate and
shrill screams rang into her psyche, rushing through her with a
quivering torrent. Flood gates opened with images of blood
spewing from �esh cleaved to the bone. That day ruined her
family and shattered the masquerade of youthful ignorance.

The radio’s crackling noise vanished, along with the faces
of her teammates. She was no longer with them, but a child
again, a little girl with her twin brother, rattling in the cabin of
their family’s SUV, cruising through a dilapidated and narrow
road.

A cool chill from an autumn breeze �owed through sparse
buildings in a small mountain village. Rear lights from an SUV
�ared to life, as the rolling vehicle stopped before one of two
rusted pumps outside a gas station. ‘Jasper’s Pitstop’ was
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written along the graying white walls, in a red blocked print,
that had long faded into pink. Vehicle doors unlocked and
opened in quick eagerness, the family’s exit announced with
yawns and stretches to the orange sky.

Mario looked to Adonis. The eighteen-year-old nodded,
entering the store with cash in hand as his father inserted the
pump’s nozzle into their thirsty vehicle. The twins Artemis and
Aristotle stepped out. Cornrows lined their scalps in tight and
neat fashion, pushing underneath their winter caps.
Sandwiched between was their younger sister, walking with
them hand in hand. Her feet dragging, the little girl’s curious
eyes peered in wonderment at the frosted tips of mountains
stretching around the landscape, rivaling the clouds with their
towering height.

This was the beginning. Where it all changed. My thoughts used
to shout whenever I saw it, playing back in my head during the few
moments I manage to get sleep at night. ‘Artemis, plead with him,
tell him to turn around.’ He wouldn’t have listened. Dr. Mario
Coleman always knew better. Probably where I got my tenacity
from. His career as an anthropology professor commanded an aura
of respect he carried beyond his professional life. The black Indiana
Jones. Were it so elegant! My father’s greatest strength was his
pride, but it was also his Achilles’ heel.

“Arty, Aris, you better keep an eye on Persephone,” Mario
ordered. “If anything happens to her, that’s your hides.”

“Okay Dad, we got her,” Artemis yawned as her brother
Aristotle stretched his arms to the clouds.

“I mean it, she’s your responsibility!”
“Howdy,” a voice greeted them from the porch of the

station.
A worn face draped with thick and heavy wrinkles

scrunched together with a jovial smile. The man’s ears �anked
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wide on his head, looking akin to small radar dishes, reddened
from the mountain chill. Saliva stretched where the majority of
his teeth should have been. Calloused and wart-covered
�ngers came together in a wave.

“Well, howdy back to you too, good sir. I’m Dr. Mario
Coleman. How’s the evening treating you?”

“Mario, you say? I’m Jasper. It’s settin’ for a big chill. I can
feel it in these ole bones of mine. I’d reckon we got about three
hours o’ sunlight left. Where you headin’?”

“Good to know. I guess we’re going to have to push it if
we’re going to settle in before dark. Taking the family camping
deep into the Jefferson by the Devil’s Walk. Hoping to give
them some time on a hunt and hiking. Passing on my
knowledge, making sure the young ones have time to practice.
It’s a big part of our family.”

“Pardon me, but if I were you, I wouldn’t be headin’ up to
the Devil’s Walk. Folks like you should avoid those parts,
wouldn’t be doing my Christian duty if I didn’t tell ya to steer
clear of it.”

“Those types, huh?”
“Yea, partner—”
“I don’t let backward thinking fools impede my life.”
“No. You don’t seem to unders—”
“No. I don’t think you understand. You won’t be scaring us

away just because you don’t like seeing black faces around
here. This is our country, too.”

The station door closed behind Adonis as he walked back
to the car, smiling with a bag of beef jerky. Mario’s face
remained stone etched, his lip curling with disgust as he
turned away from the old man and completed fueling. Stern
grumbles ushered his children to hurry. Mario peeled out from
the station, leaving the town in their rearview mirror and trees
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whipping past their peripheral. He shook his head, muttering
with �sts wrapped tight around the steering wheel.

There are those moments in a person’s life when they have to
deal with that which they wish they did not. Racism came �eeting,
drifting away but always rearing its ugly head back. My father had
grown up seeing it more. Although, he liked to pretend that it was
gone at times, it always made an unwelcome appearance in his life.
At least that’s what he anticipated at the time. Hindsight has that
strange way of clearing the muck of chaos and emotion, organizing
the objective, until only the truth rises to the top.

“Dad, you were kinda hard on that old gentleman back
there.” Artemis broke the silence.

“Arty, don’t say ‘kinda’, like some hood rat. We’ve been
over this.”

“Sorry, Dad.” I miss that curly salt and pepper beard of his…
“You don’t understand. I’ve dealt with this longer than

you. There are people like that who are going to try using fear
to manipulate you. He just doesn’t want us around.”

“Dad, I don’t think—”
“Arty, stop. His kind are dying relics from a bygone era. I’m

just upset that you all had to see it. Even if he tried masking his
condescension.”

“What’s that word, Daddy?” Persephone asked.
“It means to say something from an ideology where you

feel superior to others.”
“That’s not good.”
Mario chuckled. “No, it’s not, sweetie.”
“GPS isn’t helping much,” Adonis stated. “But the map says

we’re almost there.”
“Good work, Son.”
Dad found a camping site for us before the end of the evening.

Nothing staged like the glampers. We did everything from scratch,
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from setting up our tents, digging latrines, and starting a camp�re.
I remember the smell of baked beans hovering in the air, just as
Aris and I were overwhelmed with wanderlust. The beauty of the
forest draped in the dwindling gleam of the day had mesmerized
us. We enjoyed our adventures back then, although nothing ever
came of them except for tired feet and voracious appetites. That
was until…

Thick fog blanketed the mountains with a gentle and cool
whiteness trailing into the surrounding forest. It rolled into the
campsite, weaving between the tents and around the shallow
pit dug for a �re. Mario popped in and out of the three tents,
searching with Adonis in tow.

“Artemis! Aristotle!” Mario called out and shook his head.
“I bet they wandered off. I told them to stay put until we could
reconnoiter the area at dawn.”

“You know how they are,” Adonis said, taking Persephone’s
hand. “Although, I managed to keep this one in my sight.
You’re not going anywhere.”

Persephone giggled as her older brother’s �ngers tickled
into her arm pits.

“So be it,” Mario continued. “Adonis, you and Perse gather
more �rewood for the night while I get dinner started.”

Adonis saluted, taking his sister by the hand as they
meandered to the perimeter.

Shrubbery crumpled under the quick steps of Aristotle and
Artemis. They peered overhead to purple hues claiming the sky
along with twinkles of distant stars that ushered in the
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evening. Aristotle continued their rapid pace through the
wilderness.

“Why have you been so quiet lately?” Artemis asked.
Aristotle shrugged. “No reason.”
“Oh, don’t give me that. I know something’s wrong. Like

you can use that bull-donkey on me, right? Out with it!”
“I just keep having dreams lately about Mom. They feel so

real. I had another when I was napping on the ride up here.”
“What are they about?”
“She was warning us. I dreamt she was on the side of the

road. Pleading with us for something. Waving away at the
vehicle.”

“Creepy. Are you becoming a ghost whisperer? Like on that
show where that chick can see dead people?”

“Don’t be so callous!”
“Sorry—”
A visage of gleaming eyes halted their steps. From behind

the cover of shadow and foliage, a young feminine face peered.
Sharp and tiny protrusions rose from her thick matted curly
auburn hair. The girl’s thin serpentine pupils met theirs.

“Papa…” the quivering girl murmured, shaking with
apprehension.

“Hi—”
Branches and leaves rustled as she receded into the

wilderness.
“Wait!” Artemis said. “Come back. Are you lost? Do you

need help?”
“Way to go,” Aristotle murmured.
“I didn’t see you doing anything but freezing, dork!”
“Let’s go see if we can catch up and help her. She looks a

mess. Were those rocks in her hair?”
They rushed through the thickening wilderness,
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following the shadow that darted away from them. Around
the trees the girl went, between bushes, and through swathes
of grass, until they arrived at an opening in the earth.
Shadows covered the expanding vastness before them,
descending into a cave’s mouth. Riddled along the ground
were strips of metal immersed in thick brown corrosion,
surrounded by tall weeds rising in sections amid the worn
path. Broken �akes peeled away from heavy rust that
surrounded a cart, the wheels long gone from its snapped
axles.

“I swear this looks like a mineshaft,” Aristotle mentioned.
“Like the type Dad lectured about on the drive up.”

“Yeah,” Artemis agreed. “Crazy. Looks as if we �nally found
something. So, when we get back, we’ll have a reason to curtail
the pending reprimand!”

Aristotle nodded. “My sentiments exactly.”
“We lost that girl. Here I thought I was fast. She could

really move.”
“Should we go in the cave and check it out, Arty?”
There’s always a lingering sense of urgency that comes when I

think of this moment. Part of me wishes we had gone back. It’s
irrational of course. We would’ve ended up like them.

Adonis and Persephone sat in their nylon fold out chairs,
smiling as the warm aroma of baked beans and salty bacon
�owed into their nostrils. Mario stirred the large boiling pot
and tossed another branch on the crackling �re below.

“Some bacon, some chives, some Himalayan salt, some
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peppercorn,” Mario rattled off with a grin as his youngest
daughter clapped with excitement.

“Yes, sir!” Adonis matched his father’s expression, until a
rapid movement caught his attention in peripheral sight.

Adonis gazed past Mario, staring into the surrounding
darkness of the evening. Shadows rifted among the backdrop,
straining the young man’s eyes.

“The night playing tricks on you?” Mario followed his son’s
gaze. “You see something?”

“I thought I did.”
“Our minds tend to graft together the shapes and images

we see in the dark. Same thing happens when we’re gazing up
at the clouds. There’s an innate eagerness to make sense of it.
It’s called pareidolia. Fascinating concept. It’s also how we’re
able to recognize art.”

A silhouette formed in the darkness. With smooth and
noiseless steps, it circled the camp, disappearing behind one of
the tents. Adonis stood up, his eyes straining to scrutinize
what he followed. Mario ceased stirring, turning around to see
the �gure as well. From the darkness Artemis stepped out, her
cheeks perking with a toothy giggle.

“Girl, quit playing games with your brother!” Mario
snapped. “You know he’s jumpy.”

Adonis remained silent. The recesses of shadow refused to
leave his sister. Artemis’ smile continued, expanding with her
exuberant eyes. Persephone shuf�ed behind Adonis as Mario
turned back adding another pinch of salt.

“Arty, where’s Aristotle? Are you hungry? I’ll have dinner
ready in a few minutes.”

The gleam of nocturnal predatory eyes appeared from the
depths of shadows, hovering several feet behind Artemis.
Persephone dropped her plate, the metal of its structure
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clanging with rocks amidst the grass. In slow steps the little
girl tucked herself behind Adonis.

“Perse…” Mario raised a brow to his little one. “What’s
wrong with you?”

The quaking of their bodies sent a shiver through Mario,
hair rising on the back of his neck. The freezing grip of
apprehension seized his limbs, washing away warmth from
the camp’s hearth. Breathing grew in pace with their
escalating heart rates. Mario followed their stares, seeing the
inhuman gaze of ravenous intent looming over them. Others
appeared, encircling their position.

Tall weeds shuddered under the approach of the twins as they
continued into the mineshaft, with beams from their
�ashlights guiding their path. A cloud expelled from the
depths. Thick warmth laced with sulfur invaded their nostrils,
forcing an involuntary gag. Aristotle coughed, the stream from
his �ashlight twirling on the surrounding walls, escaping his
hands.

“You, okay?” Artemis patted her brother’s back.
The boy continued to convulse, though his coughing

subsided. He screamed. Artemis grabbed him, patting his back
to no avail as he fell over.

“Hey!”
Aristotle continued his cries, mouth agape, his face

distorted with horror, clinging to his sister with a trembling
grasp. She took him in her arms, cradling her brother, helpless
to watch tears streaming down his face.
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“Please, tell me what’s wrong!”
It was his psychic awakening. Of course, I didn’t know the signs

at the time. Probably still wouldn’t be able to recognize it, seeing
how they differ from case to case. My brother didn’t regain his
ability to speak until a time after that, making only silent
appearances with his long face and dreary eyes, until I was older.
When he �nally talked, I wished he hadn’t informed me of what he
saw... what he knew.

Mario kept his sight on the �rst pair of eyes, waving for his
daughter to come. The ladle escaped his grasp, stepping back
to his other children. He looked over to the tent, yearning for
his hunting ri�e.

“That won’t do you any good,” Artemis declared.
The parody of her voice was deep like a man’s, carrying a

tone of sinister purpose. The girl’s crazed smile never left her
unblinking gaze.

“Artemis Coleman, stop this!”
“Daddy, come get me,” Artemis mocked until all attempt to

feign softness in her voice was gone. “Daddy, please save me.”
Artemis twitched, stomping forward, plowing through the

boiling pot and roaring �re. Her feet trudged with the shadows
still over her lower body, pulling the unseen with her
approach, save for the girl’s torso, reaching with ravenous
delight.

Fingers extended with the darkness, curved and sharp in
their �nal design. Like knives they punctured Mario’s stomach.
Bellowing laughter �lled the campsite. Howls from the
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surrounding presences echoed deep into the night air. The
frenzied cries passed through the mountains with an
unceasing fervor and ringing pitch.

Artemis’ head lurched back, bearing a grin widening with
cracks in perceived reality. Her skull stretched, dropping back,
opening a visage of endless barbed teeth and strings of saliva
reverberating from deep cackles. When she snapped her head
forward, Mario’s torso crunched under the impossible force of
her slamming maw. Convulsions were all the man could
muster, as hundreds of thin fangs punctured his body. Ribs
snapped away, shattering under the pressure, his chest cavity
collapsing.

Persephone screamed. Adonis sobbed. Resistance withered
from Mario’s kicking legs, until they dangled before his
children. The being looked into their eyes, slurping the
remains of their father down its gullet.

With staggered steps it approached, the shape of its head
remaining wide with the horizon of a warp in reality. Fangs
punctured its own lips, sending an ooze of saliva and blood
careening from the wounds. Adonis screamed, running into
the night. Howls in the darkness followed. Noiseless steps
carried tall beings in rapid pursuit of the teenager. Between
heavy breaths he looked back, seeing the eyes in the distance,
closing in seconds.

Cries grew louder, their whining pitch screeching into
Adonis’s ringing ears. His legs pumped with everything he
could muster, but they never lost pace. Their near gazes
remained upon his back, with intention burning a hole in
Adonis despite adrenaline numbing his senses. From the
shadows and foliage, a claw reached, grabbing the boy’s arm.
His shoulder popped, disjointing out of socket, under the
immense strength that refused to unhand him. The pain of
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dislocation didn’t register over the insurmountable fear as the
boy thrashed for dear life through haggard screams of
desperation.

Predatory screams closed on Adonis, until becoming one.
His pursuer released him. The boy fell over, sobbing and
crawling with his working arm. A thin frame seethed with fury
and sinew, pouncing from the darkness. Eagerness �exed
through its �ngers, ripping through Adonis’ back. Others
joined the frenzy, shredding away and devouring the stolen
morsels of his body, until all that remained were stains of gore
riddled with tufts of material.

Artemis looked to Persephone with whom she now held
hands. “Dinner is served.”

Rasping inhuman cries carried through the night, mixing
with the howling winds of the late evening. Hulking
silhouettes appeared in the distance, clawing at a mess below
them.

Artemis helped Aristotle over her shoulder, catching glimpses
of the beings. She saw an image of herself standing adjacent to
the frenzy; the twisted parody of a grin over her face sent the
shiver of fear rumbling down her back, paralyzing all senses
with its unwelcomed pulse. Persephone’s eyes shot over to her
sibling. The light of her soul extinguished, replaced with an
unblinking addled lack of self-awareness.

“It seems we have more dinner guests,” the other Artemis
stated.

The head of a lithe being rose, its gore-stained maw
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chomping at the �esh squeezing between its �at teeth. A howl
followed. Its pitch directed at the twins. In hushed steps they
bounded, save for the heavy breath of anticipation that
escaped their mouths with the fervor of unceasing hunger.
Aristotle pushed his sister away.

“Run, Arty!” he said, picking up a large branch to clutch in
his arms while shaking away the daze. “I’m your big brother. I
have to protect you.”

“I can’t. What about you—”
“I’ll catch up, I promise! Just go!”
Artemis ran, her legs pushing with all the zeal that her

lungs could summon. She continued to run. Despite leaving
the howls in the distance, their echoes continued to ring in her
ears.

The residue of fear lingered within Artemis, despite her mind
drifting back to the present. She continued with Raptor Team
until they arrived at a break in the trees, leading to a small
roadside town. Amid the outskirts she spotted the glare from
their black trucks parked in a nearby �eld, facing outboard in a
squared formation. The vehicles each possessed large antenna,
the light of active radio equipment inside blared from
transmissions passing over their receivers.

Artemis approached a vehicle, spotting their intelligence
agent, Carver, leaning back in a seat, with his hands folded
behind his head of blond hair. He jolted when a shadow crept
up, �nding Artemis glaring at him through the tinted
window.
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“Hey, Actual…” the intelligence agent greeted her after
opening the door.

“Get off your ass and get me an AD on the horn,” Artemis
ordered. “Another thing, get your head out of your backside.
This isn’t going to be a standard hop. Do you get me?”

“Yes, ma’am.” The agent brought his posture upright, his
face �rming with discipline and focus.

“I mean it, Carver!” The team commander pointed her
�nger with grim resolve. “You’re the weak link on the team. No
showing your ass on this mission. I don’t care how bored you
get back here. I need everyone with their head in the game. I
want you to be the agent I know you can be. I’ve had my
thoughts to dismiss you from the Raptor Extreme Climate
Warfare Team because I felt you didn’t have the mettle of the
others. Prove me wrong, Agent, or go home.”

The others stood behind their leader, staring down Carver.
Rodriguez drove her �nger across her neck, gagging in silence,
before scowling. Corwin nodded in agreement with Artemis’
sentiment.

Carver’s glance shot over to Milton who mouthed the
words ‘ouch’ before seeing Pippen statuesque and stone-faced
as usual.

“Yes, ma’am!”
“We have something alarming here that needs reporting.”
“There’s smoke?”
“No. Fire.”
“Acknowledged.” Carver grabbed the radio mic. “Tac-com

this is Raptor6India, we’re in need of further guidance from a
top. Over.”

“We copy, your last, Raptor Team,” Tac-com transmitted.
“All tops are pressed in operations. What’s your status?”

“Roger. There’s �re we need extinguished.”
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“Acknowledged, we’re alerting the head-shed now. Stand
by for response.”

“What do you have for me, Raptor Actual?” a deep voice
asked over the radio’s speakers.

“It’s AD Hughes,” Carver whispered with apprehension.
“The Curmudgeon!”

“Give me that!” Artemis snatched the mic. “Curmudgeon,
this is Raptor6Actual reporting from the Jefferson AO. My
team found dismembered campers. It’s a mess, sir. Hard to
tell how many are deceased, but I’m going to assume there
were no survivors. Very similar to…” she released the
transmission.

“I know, Raptor Actual.” Hughes’ voice softened. “I cannot
provide any backup; all teams are tasked with major
operations at present. The Agency is stretched thin. Monarch is
still being utilized by QueenBee for her clean-up operation in
the Los Angeles aftermath. You’re riding solo until further
notice. I’ll send HoneyBadger to reinforce when they become
available.”

“I see.”
“Hector hasn’t seen you in a while. I’m sure he’ll be

happy—”
“I’d rather not. I hate having him watching over me. Makes

me feel like a little girl again.”
“You’re going to get whatever is available, Raptor Actual.

Now, it’s your call whether you want to proceed or hold.”
Artemis looked to the rest of Raptor, listening outside of

the door. Solemn faces of resolve and nods were given.
“We’re Charlie Mike.”
“Continuing mission, okay. I know you don’t fuck around,

Arty. Run it heavy, if you must. I’ll keep checking in on Raptor
and so will Sanchez, whenever she’s available. If this becomes
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more than a simple hunt for uglies, then you hold until relief is
in place.”

“Acknowledged, Curmudgeon.”
“Be safe out there, Raptor. Curmudgeon, out.”
“What now, Actual?” Corwin asked with the other Raptors

surrounding their team leader.
“I’m going to call for another backup. You all grab some

chow and rest your feet. We’re not going to challenge these
vectors until sunrise.”

Raptor Team dispersed among their vehicles, fetching
convenient Meals-Ready-to-Eat in plastic containers for their
dinner. As the evening sky ushered away the last of the
sunlight, twinkling stars greeted them, along with the bite of
an unrelenting chill.

Artemis grabbed her cellphone, its monitor blaring with
light in contrast to the darkness. She punched in the
emergency contact, seeing the name appear on the device,
‘Aristotle.’

“Hey sis, I thought you were on a mission,” he said with the
slowness of residual sleep.

“I’m in Jefferson, Aris. They’re back.”
Artemis waited a minute with no reply.
“Aris, did you hear me? It’s happening again. We found—”
“I don’t want any part of it. Besides, every time you’re in

the mountains, you think we’ve found it and then it turns out
we’re just hunting a sasquatch or dogman. I know I promised
to always be here if you needed a scryer augment, but… I can’t
this time. I haven’t got the motivation in me to keep going like
this. I know what you’re feeling. Let it go.”

“Don’t give me that crap! You can’t do this now! I need you!
My team, they’re damn good agents, but they don’t
understand everything we went through—”
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“Arty—”
“Aris, please. I’m alone. The �ashbacks… they’re

overwhelming. I can’t get my mind off it because there’s no
one to talk with. But this is it. Remember how we found
Adonis? The victims today, they were brutalized in the exact
manner. The species in this area leave a particular calling
card.”

“I can’t believe I’m letting you talk me into this again.
Damn it… damn you, Arty. I’m on my way. But only because
you’re the last member of our family. I couldn’t handle it if
something were to happen to you. I’ll be there in the morning.”

“Thanks, big bro.”
“Don’t thank me yet. If you’re right and we �nd these

entities, let’s survive this war you plan on starting with them,
�rst.”


